Over 45 and
getting younger
One active senior shares his ‘tools’ for
a youthful life, writes Emily Jade
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your body) being valuable, generative and
While most 70-year-olds are winding down,
creative?” he asks.
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At 70 Douglas looks incredibly fit, he claims
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the world sharing his tips to living longer and
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still keeps his eyes open for new business
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One of the ‘tools’ Douglas uses in his
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seminars challenges people to live in 10-second
like the class and the amount of love that went
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So is love a key to living younger, I ask. “Not
reality? We have the capacity to change
really, I’ve been married twice, both disasters,
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But we are all going to die eventually, so I ask
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fun. I ride stallions and people tell me all the
celebrated straight away.”
time I’m too old to ride such big fast horses, but
Celebrating life seems to be his answer to
if I die falling off that horse I will die happy.”
living younger. “Don’t have any fixed points of
view, it only causes diminishment. A friend of
mine got cancer and decided she had reached
See www.over45andgettingyounger.com for details
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